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from the simulation reality to a formal top- down aca-
demic hierarchy.

To preserve the advantages of learning with simula-
tions, provide your instructions before the discussions 
begin, and if further guidelines are needed, add them on 
the simulation website, write them as new posts on the 
social network, or summarize them during the break be-
tween rounds in a face- to- face simulation. Major interfer-
ence by you during team discussions becomes problematic 
as the interactive exercise is designed to give participants 
a sense of independence to develop the team’s identity, to 
shape developments, and to lead the course of action.

Individual tasks

To increase the contribution of each team member, de-
sign policy formation assignments as individual tasks to 
be completed before the policy formation process begins. 
All participants must remember that personal commit-
ment, individual efforts, and meaningful involvement in 
all tasks are crucial to ensure the successful performance 
of the team as a whole.

Get Familiar

To start policy formation, participants have to get famil-
iar with the situation described in the initial scenario and 
assess its positive and negative meanings from the per-
spective of their team and from the point of view of the 
character they represent. If the situation described in the 
initial scenario is based on an empirical setting, historical 
or current, this task requires participants to search out 
and learn additional details on the events. When the initial 
scenario describes a fiction narrative students should look 
for historical analogies as a useful way to get familiar with 

the situation at hand. Participants must understand that 
information is power and that the more they know about 
a particular event and the actors involved, the better their 
chances are to assess it correctly and to reach constructive 
and innovative policy solutions. As participants get famil-
iar with the events described in the initial scenario and en-
rich their knowledge with video clips, newspaper articles, 
and official documents, the atmosphere brings the given 
situation to life and the team becomes a cohesive group 
that is ready to act in a coordinated way.

Study

Learning in simulations evolves through all its phases, as 
described in chapter 1 and detailed in figure 5.1. Partici-
pants begin the policy formation process after they have 
already studied the simulation topic, the actor, and the 
character they are assigned to, on an individual basis, as 
described in chapter 4. With the publication of new de-
tails in the initial scenario, participants can deepen their 
knowledge by focusing on specific elements. They must 
further their research to learn about the values, goals, and 
policy plans of the actor and character they represent. 
This is a precondition for their next task of completing 
the open or structured policy forms, which is designed 
to help participants identify with their roles in the simu-
lation and practice decision- making. Individual study to 
prepare for discussions with teammates reduces the risk 
of free riders and the frustration they trigger for active 
teammates.

Participate in Policy Formation

Active participation in intrateam discussions is crucial 
for the success of the policy formation process and the 

TABLE 5.2. Policy Formation Instructions for Participants

Task Details

Get familiar Read and assess initial scenario

Study Conduct research on the values, goals and policy plans of the actor and character you represent
Instructions and submission dates for assignments appear on simulation website or other platforms  
used in your course

Participate in intrateam 
policy formation

Share, discuss and decide:
 -  Collective actor profile
 -  Values
 -  Goals
 -  Policy plan
Practice decision- making and reach a viable decision within the domestic context

Follow instructions Abide by simulation schedule and rules
Hand in assignments on time
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